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DEFINITION & EXPLANATION OF THE ISSUE
In the coming decades the world will face some very difficult global challenges. To start
preparing for these challenges the National Academy of Engineering (NAE, 2008) put together
an international panel of leading technological thinkers and asked them to envision what major
engineering challenges people of the world would be faced with over the next 100 years. One of
the top challenges will be to meet the global energy needs while at the same time not harming the
environment (NAE, 2009; EAB, 2008). What we need are energy solutions that do not depend on
limited fossil fuels, but ones that are renewable and will not pollute the environment. Solar
energy is a long-term, limitless source of free energy, but it is only available during daylight
hours. Biomass is a source of stored solar energy that is renewable, and in the United States it
makes up about 47% of all renewable energy (Perlack, et al., 2005).
Fossil fuels are non-renewable energy sources such as coal, natural gas, and oil. The
rising costs of imported oils are major threats to the U.S. economy and many other countries
making this a global issue (Rich, Rampell, & Streitfield, 2011). Our fossil fuels will not last
forever, and when they run out we will have no way of transporting food, pumping water, or
doing everyday tasks. What we need are sustainable systems that use renewable energy sources
to help solve our energy problems. Designing alternative fuel systems today will be very
important in the future when our natural non-renewable fuel sources no longer exist. This is the
reason why people all over the world are coming together to brainstorm and create ideas to
develop alternative fuel sources. One of the most promising new approaches uses biotechnology
systems to convert the energy stored in biomass into usable energy such as electricity, and at the
same time improving the health of our natural environments (NREL, 1993; NEED.Org, 2008;
Lovely, 2006, Logan, 2008).
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IMPORTANCE
Without energy our world would basically come to a stop. Today non-renewable fuels
are what power almost everything. If we ran out of non-renewable fuel, transportation would not
allow people to travel and they wouldn’t be able to transport food or water. Electricity wouldn’t
work because most of it is generated by burning coal. Without electricity you would not be able
to heat or cool your home, and there would be no lights. There would also be no communication
such as telephones, email, faxing and many others. So, people need to have a plan for using less
non-renewable fuels and more renewable sources. There are four main sources of renewable
energy. They are wind, sun, water, geothermal, and biomass (EIA, 2009). We will be focusing on
the last one, biomass, as a renewable energy source for producing bioelectricity. Converting solar
energy stored in biomass requires specially design biotechnology systems (Science Daily, 2008).
One of the most promising ways to solve our energy problems is using biotechnologies.
Biotechnology “includes any technique that uses living organisms (or parts of organisms) to
make or modify products, to improve plants or animals, or to develop micro-organisms for
specific uses” (Wells, 1995). Bioprocessing is one biotechnology technique used in making such
things as food, medicines, and fuels. Bioprocessing uses microorganisms to convert energy
stored in biomass into different types of energy, even bioelectricity. More than 100 years ago it
was found that “the disintegration of organic compounds by microorganisms is accompanied by
the liberation of electrical energy” (Potter, 1911). Biotechnology systems take advantage of the
natural process of microorganisms to meet human needs. One type of biotechnology system that
takes advantage of microbes to produce bioelectricity is a Microbial Fuel Cell which offers one
possibility for using microorganisms (bacteria) for harvesting electricity from organic waste and
renewable biomass. Many types of biomass can be broken down and converted to some type of
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fuel. Some of the things that can be converted are corn, sugar, wood, and any type of decaying
organic matter. We are going to use a Microbial Fuel Cell (MFC) to generate bioelectricity, a
biofuel and renewable energy source. Our MFC will be the power source in a battery generating
electricity to flow through a circuit and power a load. The circuit
consists of three parts: the wiring, the electrical load, and a power
source. Our load is the light bulb, the energy source is the mud,
and the wiring is the electron pathway. Our challenge is to design a MFC that will actually
produce bioelectricity from organic matter found in benthic mud. A MFC is a technology system
and to design one we followed the technological design process (TDP) (ITEA, 2000). The first
step in the TDP is to identify a problem. Our problem was to design a MFC to change a biomass
(benthic mud) into a biofuel (bioelectricity) (Wells, 2012). The second step was to research about
the organism (bacteria) and the technology (MFC). The information that we collected on bacteria
told us that they have no nucleus making them prokaryotic organisms. The specific bacteria that
will be contained in our MFC are geobacter. The life requirements for geobacter are they don’t
need oxygen or sunlight, and they can tolerate a wide range of pH and temperature. The food
they need is organic material such as decaying leaves like those found in stream beds and creeks.
This information is what we needed in order to create a MFC (Wells, 2012, Lovely, 2006). Each
team member made a sketch for one possible MFC design, and from these we chose the best
design that would meet all of the geobacter requirements. The best design to house the geobacter
was a two chambered MFC. In our two chambered MFC we had anode and cathode chambers.
The anode holds the bacteria, organic material, and two electrodes. The anode also contains the
MFC’s fuel source, the decaying organic matter in the benthic mud, along with geobacter
bacteria. The cathode contained conductive salt water and two more electrodes; as well as a
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bubbler that pumped in oxygen. Our electrodes consisted of a piece of copper wire attached to a
piece of carbon cloth using silver conductive epoxy. We chose to use two electrodes rather than
one because we wanted to have more surface area to collect the electrons. Connecting the anode
to the cathode was a Proton-Exchange Membrane (PEM), known as the salt bridge. The salt
bridge contained an agar solution which allowed the protons to pass through the bridge but not
the water. The electrons created in the anode traveled to the electrode and made their way up the
copper wire into the cathode chamber, where they then join with oxygen. The oxygen combined
with two protons (H+) to create H2O, clean water.
Based on our design we needed to build our MFC and start the battery. Our first step was
to construct three MFCs and mount them on pegboard. Next we gathered benthic mud samples
from various locations and compared them to determine which sample contained the benthic
mud with the richest geobacter population. After allowing each MFC to run for a while we were
able to determine which sample contained the richest benthic mud. We then replaced all mud
samples with the mud from the best location, and mixed in one tablespoon of dextrose sugar. We
then mixed together six cups of water and 3 tablespoons of salt to create our salt water solution
for the cathode. Knowing any MFC will only produce .4-.7 volts maximum (Logan, 2008), we
realized that we needed to combine more than one MFC in a series circuit to generate the 1.2
volts needed to activate the load. Once the MFCs were started there was little to no electricity
being generated when the circuit was first connected. This was expected because it takes two to
three days to see any signs of electrical generation. After letting our MFCs run for two weeks we
found that on average each MFC generated about .3 volts, and when connected as a series circuit
where the voltage is summed, they were successful in constantly generating about 1 volt of
bioelectricity.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Alternative Microbial Fuel Cell Designs
(TDP Phase 2: Explore Information and Create Ideas)

Sketch by Ryan Wells

Sketch by Sam Teller

Final Sketch
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Data Collected on the Trial MFCs
MFC #1
MFC 1
(volts)

Day: Sun
Date:4/8
Day: Mon
Date: 4/9
Day: Tue
Date: 4/10

AMPMAM- -0.7v
PM- 0.0v
AM- 0.0v
PM- 0.0v
AM- 0.0v
PM- 0.0v

Elapsed
Time

Voltage

(Average/MFC)

Observations

(Hours)

12hrs

MFC 1- -0.35v

24hrs

MFC 1- 0.0v

48hrs

MFC 1- 0.0v

Starting mud is
very dark, no
visibility.
Starting to see
crust on cathode.
Bubbles formed in
the anode.

MFC #2
MFC 2
(volts)

Day: Sun
Date:4/8
Day: Mon
Date: 4/9
Day: Tue
Date: 4/10

AMPMAM- -0.7v
PM- 0.0v
AM- 0.0v
PM- 0.0v
AM- 0.3v
PM- 0.7v

Elapsed
Time

Voltage

(Average/MFC)

Observations

(Hours)

12hrs

MFC 2- -0.35v

24hrs

MFC 2- 0.0v

48hrs

MFC 2- 0.5v

Mud was lighter
than other MFC’s.
Some bubbling out
of the mud.
The mud settled
and water rose.

MFC #3
MFC 3
(volts)

Day: Sun
Date:4/8
Day: Mon
Date: 4/9
Day: Tue
Date: 4/10

AMPMAM- -0.7v
PM- 0.0v
AM- 0.0v
PM- 0.0v
AM- 0.0v
PM- 0.0v

Elapsed
Time

Voltage

(Average/MFC)

Observations

(Hours)

12hrs

MFC 3- -0.35v

24hrs

MFC 3- 0.0v

48hrs

MFC 3- 0.0v
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The mud was very
dark and thick.
The mud started
to settle.
The cathode
started changing
water color.

Data Collected on Individual MFCs (1, 2, 3) with Same Benthic Mud
MFC 1
(volts)

MFC 2
(volts)

MFC 3
(volts)

Elapsed
Time

Day: Wed
Date: 4/11

AMPMAM- 0.0v
PM- 0.0v

AMPMAM- 0.15v
PM- 0.1v

AMPMAM- 0.1v
PM- 0.1v

Day: Thur
Date: 4/12

AM- 0.0v
PM- 0.0v

AM- 0.1v
PM- 0.2v

AM- 0.2v
PM- 0.1

72hrs

Day: Fri
Date: 4/13

AM- 0.1v
PM- 0.1v

AM- 0.1v
PM- 0.1v

AM- 0.1v
PM- 0.1v

84hrs

Day: Sat
Date: 4/14

AM- 0.0v
PM- 0.1v

AM- 0.1v
PM- 0.1v

AM- 0.0v
PM- 0.28v

96hrs

Day: Sun
Date: 4/15

AM- 0.26v
PM- 0.13v

AM- 0.26v
PM- 0.05v

AM- 0.22v
PM- 0.16v

108hrs

Day: Mon
Date: 4/16

AM- 0.08v
PM- 0.08v

AM- 0.07v
PM-0.07v

AM- 0.13v
PM- 0.1v

120hrs

Voltage

(Average/MFC)

Observations

(Hours)

60hrs

MFC 1- 0.0v
MFC 2- 0.125v
MFC 3- 0.1v
MFC 1- 0.0v
MFC 2- 0.15v
MFC 3- 0.15v
MFC 1- 0.1v
MFC 2- 0.1v
MFC 3- 0.1v
MFC 1- 0.05v
MFC 2- 0.1v
MFC 3- 0.14v
MFC 1- 0.195v
MFC 2- 0.155v
MFC 3- 0.19v
MFC 1- 0.08v
MFC 2- 0.07v
MFC 3- 0.115v

Mud started to
become a lighter
brown color.
The mud started
to release an odor.
A layer of film
started to form on
the anode.
The mud’s surface
started to become
very lumpy.
The water started
to turn blue due to
oxidation.
Mud and water
started to fully
settle out.

Data Collected on MFC 1, MFC 2, MFC 3 in a Series Circuit
MFC Series
(volts)

Day: Sun
Date:4/15
Day: Mon
Date: 4/16
Day: Tue
Date: 4/17
Day: Wed
Date: 4/18
Day: Thur
Date: 4/19

AMPMAM- 0.9v
PM- 0.2v
AM- 0.2v
PM- 0.15v
AM- 0.15v
PM- 0.84v
AM- 1.01v
PM- 1.03v
AM- 1.05v
PM- 1.04v

Day: Fri
Date: 4/20
Day: Sat
Date: 4/21

Elapsed
Time

Voltage

(Average/MFC)

Observations

(Hours)

12hrs

Series MFC- 0.55v

24hrs

Series MFC- 0.175v

48hrs

Series MFC- 0.495v

60hrs

Series MFC- 1.02v

72hrs

Series MFC- 1.045v

AM- 1.04v
PM- 1.06v

84hrs

Series MFC- 0.1.05v

AM- 1.09v
PM- 1.08v

96hrs

Series MFC- 1.085v
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Brown sugar solution on
top of mud in the anode.
Some condensation formed
on outside of the cathode.
Salty substance on cathode
from salt water evaporation.
Salt-water in the cathode
became a blue/green color.
Green oxidation from
copper wire appeared where
the wire was adhered to the
carbon cloth.
CO bubbles appeared in the
anode of all MFCs, liquid in
all cathodes was a darker
green.
Bubbles of CO2 formed on
top of the sugar solution

MFC Individual Comparison
Volts Generated

0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

MFC 1
MFC 2
MFC 3

4/11

4/12

4/13

4/14

4/15

Date

MFC Series Circuit Data

Volts Generated

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Series
MFC

4/15 4/16 4/17 4/18 4/19 4/20 4/21
Date
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4/16

WORK LOG
DATE

TASK

TIME

TEAM
MEMBER
RESPONSIBLE

COMMENTS

Mar 3

Problem identification

1 Day

Sam and Ryan

Decided on Microbial Fuel Cell.

Mar 4-17

Research

Sam and Ryan

Mar 24

Alternative Designs

Mar 2425
Apr 8-16

Build Microbial Fuel Cell

14
Days
1½
Hours
2
Days
7
Days

Apr 6-22

Write up

17
Days

Sam and Ryan

Apr 11

Made refinements to the MFC

1 Day

Sam and Ryan

Apr 15

Connect MFCs in series

10
min.

Ryan

Apr 1521

Make observations, collect
data

6
Days

Sam and Ryan

Talked with an expert and
found some articles.
We drew some designs for
MFCs.
We built the best design we
drew.
We ran our designs with
different muds and took data
to find the best mud source.
We both wrote different parts
of the writing over about two
weeks.
We made some small changes
in our designs and how we test
for voltage.
We connected all three of our
MFCs in a series circuit to try
and make enough voltage for
the load.
We both made observations
and collected data for all three
MFCs.

Apr 25

Construct Display

1 Day

Sam and Ryan

Trial run of MFC

Ryan and Sam
Sam and Ryan
Sam and Ryan
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We built and decorated our
display board.
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